AMERICAN BOURBON
1792 RIDGEMONT RESERVE

BLACK HERON BOURBON

9

black heron bourbon is distilled in the shadow of
red mountain, in west richland, washington

94 proof, bardstown, ky

2013 double gold winner, in honor of the year
when kentucky joined the commonwealth while
whiskey was still in its infancy
1776 JAMES E PEPPER 6YR BOURBON

BLACK SADDLE 12 YR
9

best small batch bourbon 2014, san francisco
spirits competition

established in 1776 at the dawn of the american
revolution and distilled over 3 pepper family
generations through 1958

BLANTON'S SINGLE BARREL

colonel albert b. blanton first bottled his private
reserve bourbon nearly a century ago, believing
that the finest bourbon in the world comes from
a single barrel

12

the culmination of the life’s work of master
distiller lincoln henderson, one of the most
respected people in the distilling industry

BOOKER'S
10

only a few batches released every year; booker’s
standards are a mix of art, science and mother
nature

awarded 98 points, the highest rating ever given
to a bourbon by wine enthusiasts; our own
bourbon finished in port barrels and widely
celebrated

BUCK 8 YR

8

90 proof, 8 yrs, fairfield, ca

originally made for cowboys and ranch hands,
but stands up for the city slickers too

15

107 proof, 7 yrs, claremont, ky

BUFFALO TRACE

named after baker beam, grandnephew of the
legendary jim beam, baker’s bourbon honors the
family’s long history and love for distilling
BASIL HAYDEN’S

18

127 proof, 7 yrs, claremont, ky

87 proof, 5 yrs, bardstown, ky

BAKER'S

14

93 proof, frankfurt, ky

87 proof, bardstown, ky

ANGEL’S ENVY KICKIN' BOOT BLEND

13

90 proof, 12 yrs, fairfield, ca

92 proof, indiana, ky

ANGEL’S ENVY

8

100 proof, 0.5 yrs, richland, wa

90 proof, franklin, ky

one of the biggest and oldest american
distilleries producing several popular brands

12

80 proof, frankfurt, ky

in 1796, master distiller basil hayden sr. broke
“the rules” by mixing small grains into the mash
of a traditional corn base

6

8

BULLEIT

9

ELIJAH CRAIG 12 YR

90 proof, louisville, ky

inspired by augustus bulleit, who made his
signature frontier high-rye whiskey in the mid1800s
BULLEIT 10 YR

rev. elijah craig discovered the method of
making true kentucky bourbon when he stored
his wares in barrels that had been charred in a
fire

12.5

91 proof, 10 yrs, louisville, ky

ELIJAH CRAIG 21 YR

a special expression of bulleit that provides a rich,
deep, incredibly smooth sipping experience
BURNSIDE OREGON

boasts thick, burnt-amber caramel notes

8

ELIJAH CRAIG 23 YR

55

90 proof, 23 yrs, bardstown, ky

great for sipping straight; it also has solid
cinnamon and oak flavors making it ideal for
mixed cocktails where bourbon is the central
focus

spicy oak, brown sugar
ELMER T LEE

12

90 proof, 14 yrs, franklin, ky

EAGLE RARE SINGLE BARREL 10 YR

named in honor of kentucky-bred master
distiller of the buffalo trace distillery

9

90 proof, 10 yrs, frankfurt, ky

FOUR ROSES SINGLE BARREL

masterfully crafted and carefully aged for no less
than ten years

12

100 proof, lawrenceburg, ky

distiller of the year 2011-2013 & 2015, and
counting

20

125 proof, 8 yrs, franklin, ky

FOUR ROSES SMALL BATCH

colonel edmund haynes taylor, jr. is widely
considered one of the founding fathers of the
bourbon industry
EH TAYLOR SMALL BATCH

40

90 proof, 21 yrs, bardstown, ky

96 proof, portland, or

EH TAYLOR BARREL STRENGTH

8

94 proof, 12 yrs, bardstown, ky

10

90 proof, lawrenceburg, ky

four original and limited bourbon recipes have
been expertly selected by the master distiller

12

100 proof, 7 yrs, franklin, ky

HANCOCK

made by hand, this small batch bourbon whiskey
has been aged inside century old warehouses
constructed by e.h. taylor, jr.

simple, balance of honey, clover, a slight
fruitiness and a dash of spices

16

80 proof, 10 yrs, franklin, ky

HEAVEN HILL BOTTLED IN BOND
100 proof, 6 yrs, bardstown, ky

bottled at 100 proof and a minimum of four
years old; the product of one distillery in one
production season

7

7

HUDSON BABY BOURBON NEW YORK

15

JOHN B STETSON

92 proof, 4 yrs, tuthilltown, ny

84 proof, fairfield, ca

when you take the hudson new york corn whiskey
and store it in a first-use charred american oak
barrel, out pops the baby

spice, caramel, corn, vanilla

IW HARPER
10
begins with a subtle nose and leaves traces of
caramel and vanilla on entry before melting into
velvety bursts of wood and spice

double gold medal in 2010

JEFFERSON'S

KENTUCKY VINTAGE

JOHNNY DRUM PRIVATE STOCK

JP TRODDEN
double gold winner in 2015

has a relatively long aging period, substantially
more than a decade and is hand-bottled
KNOB CREEK

6.5

booker noe fathered the small batch movement
over two decades ago, creating knob creek to
restore the standards of pre-prohibition
bourbon

one of america’s largest distillers, the beam
family started making american bourbon in 1795
12

86 proof, 12 yrs, frankfurt, ky

KNOB CREEK SINGLE BARREL KBWK

toffee, vanilla, cherry liqueur, cinnamon, and rich
oak

10

100 proof, 9 yrs, claremont, ky

unique blend specially produced for kickin’ boot

7

LEXINGTON

86 proof, 8 yrs, frankfurt, ky

9

86 proof, bowling green, ky

complex fruity, sweet rye, licorice, vanilla

inspired by one of horse racing's most successful
thoroughbread sires, lexington offers an
excellent bourbon drinking experinece

10.5

95 proof, 6 yrs, frankfurt, ky

caramel, vanilla, mild oak, hint of corn, orange
and pepper
JIM BEAM SPANISH BRANDY

12

100 proof, claremont, ky

80 proof, 4 yrs, frankfurt, ky

JIM BEAM SINGLE BARREL

9

90 proof, 8 yrs, bardstown, ky

made in small batches, ridiculously small batches;
this enables the ability to showcase different
flavors achieved from the wood in each barrel

JIM BEAM BLACK

12.5

90 proof, woodinville, wa

82 proof, 7 yrs, bardstown, ky

JIM BEAM 12 YR

7

101 proof, bardstown, ky

8

JIM BEAM

8

MAKER'S MARK

8

90 proof, loretto, ky

the original red wax seal is hand-dipped and has
continued since the very first bottle rolled off
the line

12

86 proof, 10 yrs, frankfurt, ky

oak, ginger, vanilla, cinnamon and a subtle white
flower note

8

MAKER'S MARK 46

10

OLD FORESTER

94 proof, loretto, ky

108 proof, louisville, ky

aged a bit longer in barrels containing seared
french oak staves; the staves create bolder, more
complex flavors

legend has it that the very first old fashioned
was made with old forester bourbon.

MAKER'S MARK CASK STRENGTH

100 proof, 4 yrs, claremont, ky

OLD GRANDAD 100 PROOF

16

straight from the barrel to the bottle at 108 to
114 proof, cask strength retains the signature
front-of-the-palate flavors of maker’s mark

OLD MEDLEY
12

aged vanilla, caramel
OLD MEDLEY 12 YR

rich caramel with balanced vanilla, stone fruit
notes, smoky depth, with an oak finish

a quality bourbon that is almost better than it
wants to be

24

OLD WELLER ANTIQUE

“best american whiskey” according to food &
wine magazine

8

107 proof, 7 yrs, franklin, ky

the original wheated bourbon whiskey features
an exceptionally smooth taste, substituting
wheat for rye grain

16

114 proof, bardstown, ky

an outstanding old small batch bourbon,
containing whiskeys between 4 and 20 years old

PARKERS HERITAGE WEAT 13 YRS

OLD BARDSTOWN

maple, pancakes, burnt sugar, smoke

45

108 proof, 13 yrs, bardstown, ky

6.5

80 proof, bardstown, ky

PURE KENTUCKY XO

gets its name from a handicapped race horse
from the 1950s, who, despite several ongoing
injuries, actually won quite a bit
OLD BARDSTOWN ESTATE

13

87 proof, 12 yrs, owensboro, ky

10 yrs, louisville, ky

NOAH’S MILL

12

87 proof, owensboro, ky

91 proof, louisville, ky

MICHTERS 10 YR

7

simple, rough and burly with oak, leather and
some fruity sweetness

111 proof, loretto, ky

MICHTER'S SMALL BATCH

7

8

107 proof, bardstown, ky

spicy rye, vanilla and maple syrup, with hints of
cherry
10

ROWAN'S CREEK

101 proof, 10 yrs, bardstown, ky

100 proof, bardstown, ky

very similar characteristics to a single malt scotch,
with sherry and mint flavors

named for the creek which runs through the
grounds of the site's distillery

9

12

RUSSELL’S RESERVE 10 YR

8

WILD TURKEY

7

90 proof, 10 yrs, lawrenceburg, ky

101 proof, lawrenceburg, ky

named after wild turkey’s jimmy russell; it was
launched commemorating his 45th anniversary in
1999

gets its name after a distillery executive shared
his bourbon with friends on an annual hunting
trip — of course, they were after wild turkey

ST GEORGE BREAKING & ENTERING
CALIFORNIA

WILLETT POT STILL RESERVE
21

originally pewter makers, the willet family
officially began whiskey making in 1936

86 proof, alameda, ca

blended from a special selection of bourbons
from kentucky’s most venerable bourbon
distilleries
STAGG JR

WL WELLER 12 YR
15

george t. stagg built the most dominant american
distillery of the 19th century, during a time
known as the gilded age of bourbon

8

107 proof, frankfurt, ky

14

the first colorado-born whiskey, dedicated to
making the smoothest, most distinctively-flavored
whiskey on the market using hand-crafted
distilling techniques and colorado’s finest natural
ingredients
8

portland, or

full body flavor, balanced; underpriced as one of
the best bourbons for its price range
WL WELLER SPECIAL RESERVE

8

90 proof, 7 yrs, frankfurt, ky

a fantastic entry-level bourbon that is both easy
to drink and on the wallet
WOODINVILLE FLAGSHIP 5YR

11.5

90 proof, 5 yrs, woodinville, wa

pure ingredients, pristine water and unique
aging conditions make washington an ideal place
for distilling

cut with the pure, raw water from the bull run
watershed in mt. hood oregon
WATHEN’S SINGLE BARREL

a “wheated” bourbon, meaning that it doesn’t
have the spicy rye notes found in a more
traditional “ryed” bourbon
WL WELLER ANTIQUE 107

94 proof, denver, co

TEMPERANCE TRADER

8

90 proof, 12 yrs, frankfurt, ky

134 proof, franklin, ky

STRANAHANS

15

bardstown, ky

8

94 proof, fairfield, ca

WOODFORD RESERVE

9

90 proof, versailles, ky

made by the medley family, this sb is a blend of
aged bourbon from 4-9 years old, contradicting
the single barrel theory

one of kentucky's oldest and smallest distilleries,
sitting on kentucky's oldest distillery grounds
where elijah pepper crafted whiskey in 1812

10

WOODFORD RESERVE DOUBLE OAKED

9

HIGH WEST DOUBLE RYE UTAH

90 proof, versailles, ky

92 proof, park city, ut

a full-bodied mix of vanilla, dark caramel,
hazelnut, apple, fruit and spices

mint, clove, cinnamon, botanical
HIGH WEST RENDEZVOUS UTAH

13

92 proof, deerfield, il

pronounced “rye one", is a blend of several
different ages (minimum 4.5 years) to create a
uniquely smooth and sophisticated flavor
1776 JAMES E PEPPER 6YR RYE

9

bourye is a combination of "bou" for bourbon
and "rye" for rye whiskey
HIGHWEST DOUBLE

11

park city, ut

20

87 proof, bardstown, ky

spends up to 18 months finishing in franco
caribbean rum casks, resulting in an immensely
complex whiskey

the most excitable member of the high west
family, double rye is dedicated to the cowboy in
all of us; an unusual shotgun marriage of two rye
whiskies from two different distilleries back east
HIGHWEST SON OF BOURYE

11.5

92 proof, 6 yrs, park city, ut

9

90 proof, louisville, ky

exceptionally smooth, with hints of vanilla, honey,
and spice
COLONEL TAYLOR

24

park city, ut

celebrating the centennial, 1776 boasts spice,
chocolate, clove and honey, which linger through
the peppery finish

BULLEIT

a blend of two exotic straight rye whiskeys, one
old, and one young; it marries the rich aromatic
qualities of a 16-year-old rye with the bold spicy
properties of 6-year-old rye
HIGHWEST BOURYE

100 proof, 6 yrs, indiana, ky

ANGEL'S ENVY

15

92 proof, park city, ut

AMERICAN RYE
(RI)1

8.5

20

100 proof, frankfurt, ky

part of a line named for col. e.h. taylor, the
original proprietor of the distillery that would
become buffalo trace

the "son of bourye" gets its name from high
west’s original bourye
HUDSON MANHATTAN NEW YORK

18

90 proof, gardiner, ny

known for its spiciness; its rich and shifting
flavor and aroma; the spirit’s peppery start
transitions to a honey-cinnamon depth
JACK DANIELS TENNESEE RESTED RYE

14

80 proof, lynchberg, tn

Charcoal-mellowed, matured in a new white oak
barrel and offered only in this small batch

11

JAMES E PEPPER 1776 RYE

10

RITTENHOUSE

7.5

100 proof, 6 yrs. bardstown, ky

100 proof, bardstown, ky

a great sipper neat or on the rocks, and also
makes a mean manhattan

in 2006, the rittenhouse straight rye was named
north american whiskey of the year at the san
francisco world spirits competition

JIM BEAM

7.5

80 proof, frankfurt, ky

RUSSELL’S RESERVE

nutmeg, cloves, pepper, cherry

90 proof, lawrenceburg, ky

JOHN JACOB

9

80 proof, seattle, wa

made from northwest rye and pure mountain
water; doubled barreled and aged in toasted
white american oak
9

made with a blend of the finest quality rye to
create an extraordinarily smooth yet spicy finish
19

100 proof, canada sourced

independently-bottled with nice, supple flavors of
vanilla and molasses combined with rye grain
spice and subtle herbal notes
13

86 proof, louisville, ky

made from select american rye grain that is
sheared to maximize the extraction of flavor from
the grain
PIKESVILLE RYE

9

90 proof, new orleans, la

100 proof, 9 yrs, claremont, ky

MICHTER'S

this uniquely smooth, hand selected small batch
rye has a crisp, lively taste that they believe to
be the perfect 6 year old rye
SAZERAC

KNOB CREEK

MASTERSON'S 10 YR

8

it was at the sazerac coffee house on royal st.
where patrons were served toddies made with
rye whiskey and peychaud’s bitters; thus, the
“sazerac” and america’s first branded cocktail
was born
SLOW & LOW ROCK AND RYE

7

84 proof, philadelphia, pa

traced back to saloons‚ where stern-faced
barkeeps would pour a shot of rye and let the
customers add their own rock candy; thereby
creating a drink similar to the granddaddy of all
cocktails: the old fashioned
TEMPLETON

11

80 proof, templeton, in

11

110 proof, bardstown, ky

first produced in maryland in the 1890s, the
brand was shattered by prohibition; eventually
reemerged and became the last standing
maryland rye

12

an unmistakable rye whiskey; smooth and spicy
with a clean finish

WHISTLEPIG 10YR RYE

19

BLACK HERON COYOTE HOWL

8

100 proof, 10 yrs, shoreham, vt

100 proof, 1.5 yrs, richland, wa

embodies the perfect combination of proof,
purity and age

distilled near red mountain from an irish blend
of barley, oats and rye

WHISTLEPIG 12YR OLD WORLD

32

GENTLEMAN JACK TENNESSEE

86 proof, 12 yrs, shoreham, vt

80 proof, lynchburg, tn

bonds of 12 year old rye are paired with premium
european oak casks – madeira, sauternes, port,
cognac and sherry

this whiskey receives an additional “blessing”
when it is charcoal-mellowed both before and
after reaching maturity, giving it ultimate
smoothness

WILD TURKEY

8

GEORGE DICKEL BARREL SELECT
TENNESSEE

101 proof, lawrenceburg, ky

caramel vanilla, dark fruit, spice, toffee
WOODINVILLE RYE

9

92 proof, woodinville, wa

rich and full-bodied whiskey with a distinct
character that only a 100% rye mash bill can
provide

10

10

86 proof, tullahoma, tn

only 10 barrels are hand-selected by distillers for
this small-batch handcrafted whiskey
GEORGE DICKEL NO 12 TENNESSEE

7

90 proof, 12 yrs, tullahoma, tn

WOODFORD STRAIT RYE
13
made in the traditional style of kentucky ryes, this
delivers bold flavors of pepper and tobacco with a
long fruit and sweetly spiced finish

blended mature whiskeys to achieve deep,
assertive flavors with an incredibly smooth
finish; bold, brazen and superior
HIGH WEST CAMPFIRE UTAH

18

92 proof, 5 yrs, park city, ut

inspired by campfire meals and the sweet smoke
of peated scotch

AMERICAN WHISKEY
8

JACK DANIEL'S SINGLE BARREL
TENNESSEE

160 proof, 2 yrs, wasilla, ak

84 proof, lynchburg, tn

triple-distilled, charcoal filtered and made with
glacier water
8

one out of every 100 barrels are set aside to
mature in the highest reaches of their
barrelhouses, where dramatic temperature
changes cause the color and taste to deepen
further

ALASKA OUTLAW ALASKA

BERNHEIM WHEAT
90 proof, 7 yrs, bardstown, ky

the only straight wheat whiskey distributed
nationally

13

15

JACK DANIELS SINATRA SELECT

48

SAM HOUSTON

90 proof, lynchburg, tn

86 proof, 10 yrs, bowling green, ky

this limited and retired brand, sinatra select pays
tribute to jack’s biggest fan: mr. frank sinatra

bold and unique, much like the man himself

JACK DANIEL'S TENNESSEE

95 proof, Alameda, CA

ST GEORGE SINGLE MALT CALIFORNIA

7

charcoal-mellowed whiskey drop by drop, then
aged in handcrafted barrels; tennessee sippin’
whiskey is ready only when their tasters say it is

TEMPERANCE TRADER AMERICAN
WHISKEY

19

crafted with choice canadian wheat and glacial
lake water; distilled in an old-fashioned copper
pot – a symbol of the timeless craftsmanship that
went into this whiskey
MASTERSONS BARLEY

WESTLAND PEATED

19

born, bred and distilled in the heart of sodo;
offers a mild smoky aroma that doesn’t
overpower the bold whiskey flavors
WESTLAND SHERRY WOOD

canadian barley and mineral-rich glacial water;
it’s double-distilled, helping to preserve the
barley’s full flavor

12.5

92 proof, seattle, wa

13

86 proof, louisville, ky

rich cinnamon entry, notes of butter and almond
with a peppery finish

aged in sherry casks; these repurposed casks
come from the skilled hands of rafael cabello
and his team at tonelería del sur in montilla,
spain
WESTLAND SINGLE MALT

12.5

92 proof, seattle, wa

16

83 proof, louisville, ky

deep butterscotch and vanilla notes, hints of
caramel and dried fruit with a ripened fruit finish
OLD FORESTER 1870

12.5

92 proof, seattle, wa

10 yrs, ca/ canadian sourced

MITCHER'S AMERICAN

10

85 proof, portland, or

butterscotch, toffee, light honey, caramel

100 proof, 12 yrs, ca/ canadian sourced

MICHTER'S SOUR MASH

21

saigon cinnamon, salted pecans, coffee, flint and
soil

80 proof, lynchburg, tn

MASTERSON'S WHEAT

7

10.5

90 proof, 4 yrs, louisville, ky

first bourbon produced by a woman in the
mondern century

14

a flagship malt is the core expression of a
distillery’s house style; all of these choices and
ingredients conspire to create an approachable,
mature and uniquely american single malt that
can stand with the best whiskeys

JAMESON BLACK BARREL

IRISH WHISKEY
2 GINGERS

10

80 proof, dublin, ireland

8.5

80 proof, 4 yrs, kilbaggan, ireland

named for the beautiful irish gingers that were
the creators mother and aunt.
BUSHMILLS

7

twice-charred for good measure; black barrel is a
triple distilled blend of rich pot still and grain
whiskey that is matured in a mixture of sherry
casks and bourbon barrels
JAMESON GOLD

16

80 proof, northern ireland

80 proof, dublin, ireland

distilled in northern ireland, notice the orange in
the colors that represent the english protestants

gold reserve is a triple-distilled blend of rich pot
still and grain whiskeys

CONNEMARA PEATED

KILBEGGAN

11

8

80 proof, riverstown, ireland

80 proof, riverstown, ireland

connemara is the most decorated irish whiskey
with a huge collection of gold medals and has
been honoured as the “worlds best irish single
malt”

kilbeggan distillery is the oldest licensed
distillery in ireland

HELLCAT MAGGIE

mellow, well rounded, well balanced, medium
intensity; a bright, elegant fruit and mildly spicy
taste with a medium-long, clean finish

KNAPPOGUE IRISH SINGLE MALT 12 YR

8.5

80 proof, ireland

named after a feared streetfighter and member
of the notorious dead rabbits gang who roamed
the five points area of manhattan in the 1840s
GREEN SPOT

REDBREAST 12 YR

15

80 proof, 12 yrs, middleton, ireland

15

80 proof, 8 yrs, cork, ireland

full spicy body and soft, gentle bourbon oak,
green woods, menthol, potpourri
JAMESON

12

92 proof, 12 yrs, clare, ireland

benefits from a strong contribution of distillates
that have matured in oloroso sherry casks giving
it its signature flavour
TEELING

7

80 proof, dublin, ireland

triple-distilled and aged for a minimum of 4 years,
this is the timeless whiskey that turned the green
bottle into an icon

92 proof, dublin, ireland

from walter teeling to the latest generation of
teelings, jack and stephen are carrying on their
family’s legacy and forging a bright new future
TEELING SINGLE GRAIN
92 proof, 5 yrs, dublin, ireland

this award-winning addition is one of only a
handful of single grain bottlings in the world.

15

12

15

TULLAMORE DEW 10 YR SINGLE MALT

12

CROWN ROYAL XR

86 proof, tullamore, ireland

canada

a complex combination of fruits and woods to
produce a rich christmas cake flavour

lightly sweet with spicy notes of canadian rye

TYRCONNELL SINGLE MALT

FORTY CREEK
8.5

malt, honey, caramel, toasted grains

PENDLETON 1910 12 YR

CANADIAN WHISKEY

tobacco, butterscotch, maple, charred oak
12

CANADIAN CLUB

7

SEAGRAMS 7

6.5

80 proof, canada

the canadian-born best half of the 7 and 7..

spicy and zesty, complimented with hints of rich
oak and sweet vanilla, pleasant sweetness

SNAKE RIVER STAMPEDE 8 YEAR
7

80 proof, ontario, canada

6.5

80 proof, portland, oregon

caramel, cinnamon, honey, ginger

JAPANESE WHISKEY

delicate spiciness and creamy vanilla, balanced
with rich wood and luxurious honey
8

83 proof, 8 yrs, ontario, canada

HIBIKI HARMONY

16

86 proof, japan

honey, sandal wood, orange peel, white
chocolate

sultanas, dates and figs balanced with toasted
grains and mellow oak
7

80 proof, canada

NIKKA COFFEY STILL

18

90 proof, japan

an original single grain whisky, distilled mainly
from corn in a coffey still; exotic, fruity and
unique

an extraordinary blend of 50 full-bodied canadian
whiskies, matured to perfection
CROWN ROYAL BLACK

7

an oak barrel-aged whisky distilled in canada
using glacier-fed spring water from mt. hood

80 proof, ontario, canada

CROWN ROYAL

PENDLETON OREGON
80 proof, hood river, oregon

after years of perfecting their craft, the master
distillers at alberta distillers continue to push the
rye envelope

CANADIAN CLUB SHERRY CASK

11

80 proof, hood river, oregon

90 proof, aberta, canada

CANADIAN CLUB 12 YR SMALL BATCH

7

80 proof, ontario, canada

black walnut, apricot, honey, vanilla

80 proof, riverstown, ireland

ALBERTA RYE

40

8

90 proof, canada

TAKETSURU 12
86 proof, 12 yrs, japan

deep oak, fig, maple

sandlewood, maple, pears, spices

16

18

BALVENIE 21 YR PORTWOOD

SCOTCH WHISKEY
ABERLOUR 12

11

80 proof, 12 yrs, speyside, scotland

15

9.5

15

brings a lightly-peated, wood spice-led flavor
profile to the table
12

80 proof, 12 yrs, glasgow, scotland

sweet barley, exotic fruits, vanilla
11

80 proof, glasgow, scotland

15

14

92 proof, 10 yrs, islay, scotland

the power of peat with the elegance, complexity
and floral topnotes for which bruichladich stills
are famous
14

candied almonds, hints of toffee apple, nougat
wafers, banana, ginger biscuits and sherried
sponge
CUTTY SARK PROHIBITION

honey, vanilla, sherry

9

100 proof, scotland

18

86 proof, 15 yrs, speyside, scotland

vanilla, toffee, slight fruit

released 90 years after the end of the era which
it celebrates
FAMOUS GROUSE

27

86 proof, 15 yrs, speyside, scotland

a celebration of the unique and mysterious
interaction between oak, spirit and time

BRUICHLADDICH PORT CHARLOTTE

92 proof, 6 yrs, islay, scotland

86 proof, 12 yrs, speyside, scotland

BALVENIE 15 YR SHERRY CASK

floral and complex; trickle-distilled from 100%
scottish barley using much of the original
victorian machinery

BRUICHLADDICH ISLAY

a lowland single malt whisky with the sweet
aromas of vanilla and coconut - along with the
signature smooth, delicate, auchentoshan taste

BALVENIE 14 YR RUM CASK

14

92 proof, 10 yrs, islay, scotland

80 proof, highlands, scotland

BALVENIE 12 DOUBLEWOOD

dark chocolate, sun dried fruit, cedar, sherry
tannin
BRUICHLADDICH UNPEATED

peat, vanilla, smoke, citrus

AUCHENTOSHAN AMERICAN OAK

20

80 proof, 15 yrs, islay, scotland

92 proof, 10 yrs, islay, scotland

AUCHENTOSHAN SINGLE MALT

lemon, honey, gentle peat smoke
BOWMORE 15YR

meaning ‘the original’ in gaelic, a’bunadh is made
in homage to aberlour’s founder, james fleming

ARDMORE LEGACY

14

80 proof, 12 yrs. islay

121 proof, 20 yrs, aberlour, scotland

ARDBEG 10 YR

white peach, floral, red fruits
BOWMORE 12 YR

spiced plums, toffee, vanilla
ABERLOUR A'BUNADH

58

86 proof, 21 yrs, speyside, scotland

17

100 proof, 10 yrs, glenturret, scotland

medium full flavor, mature, speyside fruitiness

6

GLENFIDDICH 12 YR

14

JW BLUE

80 proof, 12 yrs, ross shire, scotland

80 proof, edinborough, scotland

floral, spicy, touch of oak

oak, toffee, smoke, chocolate honey

GLENLIVET 12 YR

14

LAGAVULIN 16 YR

80 proof, 12 yrs, speyside, scotland

86 proof, 16 yrs, islay, scotland

apple, almond, citrus

malt, sherry, big oak, peat

GLENLIVET 18 YR

18

LAPHROAIG 10 YR

86 proof, 18 yrs, speyside, scotland

86 proof, 10 yrs, islay, scotland

american and european oak casks, first and
second fill create our single most awarded
expression

smoke, seaweed, peat, oak
LAPHROAIG QUARTER CASK

55

22

14

18

96 proof, islay, scotland

GLENLIVET NADURRA

18

110 proof, 16 yrs, speyside, scotland

peat, toffee, cola syrup
LAPHROAIG SELECT

marmalade, charred oak, pepper, oak

14

80 proof, islay, scotland

GLENMORANGIE LASANTA

14

takes its name from the special selection of
american and european casks, chosen for their
unique character during maturation

16

MACALLAN 12 YR

86 proof, 12 yrs. ross shire

chocolate raisins, caramel, sherry, vanilla
HIGHLAND PARK
80 proof, 12 yrs, orkney islands, scotland

86 proof, 12 yrs, craiglache, scotland

one of only a handful of distilleries that still
remains a traditional malting floor, turning each
batch of malt by hand, in what is a physically
demanding process

tropical fruit, marmalade, barley

HIGHLAND PARK DARK ORIGINS

MACALLAN 15 YR

15

24

86 proof, 15 yrs, craiglache, scotland

22

apple, stone fruit, vanilla, oak

94 proof, orkney islands, scotland

MACALLAN RARE

twice as many first fill sherry casks are used than
in the classic highland park

86 proof, craiglache, scotland

spicy, chocolate, vanilla oak, citrus

JW BLACK 12 YR

OBAN 14 YR

7.5

80 proof, 12 yrs, edinborough, scotland

86 proof, 14 yrs, argyle, scotland

medicinal, smoky, seaweed oak

winter spice, white pepper, citrus, wood smoke

18

75

21

WHISKEY
FLIGHTS

RYE

22

masterson’s 10 yr california, templeton, 1776 james e. pepper

BOURBON

20

rowan’s creek, angel’s envy kickin’ boot blend, kbwk knob
creek single barrel

NORTHWEST

12

2 bar, westland sherry wood, temperance

SCOTCH

25

balvenie doublewood 12 yr, glenlivet nadurra 16 yr,
bruichladdich port charlotte

SINGLE MALT

30

westland, yamazaki 12, a’belour
“Too much of anything is bad, but
too much good whiskey is barely
enough.”

SINGLE BARREL
four roses, jim beam, blanton’s

Mark Twain

19

20

